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having learnt his lesson, i now use only software, with a mouse. it's not perfect, there's a tonne of things i want, but i've got sound effects, pre-amps etc., i just want a
mouse to click and the sound comes out. the whole panel concept means i'm forced to use a mouse, and it just doesn't feel quite 'right'.  edit: full install working from
the zip link below, and the previous link worked until this morning. thanks to kudos for donating the license keys to me! this is a forum for those who download a
program, know it works, and want to help test this great piece of software. it is the sole purpose of this thread, and the first post. thanks again for all your help. required
reads: my product reviews , products and my faq ! for music lovers with a mac, there is a free ipad app that lets you synthesize various electronic instruments. version
1.5 of the imysynth ipad app, available for apple's ipad, iphone, ipod touch, and apple tv, promises to let you "drag and drop" sound effects, noises and other audio
sources to quickly create your own "electronic musical" compositions. no more tedious tweaking and fussing of parameters to get just the right sound. you can lay your
hands on any sound or sound combination in matter of seconds! powerful presets for easy setup of your synth, sounds, instruments, and effects come already included
in imysynth, ready to plug-and-play. this is the full version of hypersynth ion editor, and the full version includes all plugins bundled in the download package including
reverb, delay, modulation, wave sequencer, step sequencer, arpeggiator, mixer, direct controls, 2 audiobuttons, "smooth equalizer" and 1000+ presets. get a license
key by subscribing to the hypersynth newsletter and downloading the patch list, which includes some useful presets. if you want to use a license key from a different
version of the software, you can find a list of current license keys here. we all want to build the best tools for our needs and, in the case of hypersynth's ion editor, you
can create your own set of plug-ins based on this version. this is a tool for serious production, with lots of features, many presets for you to try, and is as close to a live-
performance engineering platform as we can get. in addition, the software is licensed with a 30 days full money back guarantee. by downloading ion editor, you agree
to their privacy policy, which can be viewed here. other hypersynth products are available for purchase as well, such as the pulse tracker, the zoom mic, and the miniak.
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it's the classic midi 'fluid interface' approach: take one button and all other control settings away from the user and replace them with 2-4-8-16-128, what it doesn't do
is logically distinguish between these controls and this causes major problems when a user comes to a single question like "oh, i'll just use the sustain pedal", only to

realise they are asking for an entirely different effect. i'd be grateful if anyone has any information or has resolved the issues. i'm seriously considering going back to a
conventional mapping of function keys but it will be a huge pain to reverse all the settings etc. another way hypersynth could have made this panel more intuitive would
have been to remember the last settings, or if the user chooses to start a new synthesiser instance they could start at the last setting. the other is simply that it's a joy
to use! i've had the joy of using their drum vsts since the very beginning and i've been slowly drifting away from the panels because i really prefer to use the functions
and parameters on real hardware. these days it's quite easy to bang out drum sounds on software and because the possibilities are so vast, i prefer to use software for

what it is best at: fancy fx, great effects, nice noise etc. i once had a friend who, for percussion, demanded a microphone with a compressor in it as it didn't need to
be'real' they just needed to be loud. there's something about a compressor that makes noise seem 'bigger' to the ear, to better represent the sonic energy of the event.
this wasn't enough so he convinced his bandmate to buy a microphone that did nothing but compress the sound at a high level, for the purpose of keeping a nice, clean,

usable sound. 5ec8ef588b
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